
December 13, 2016 

Planning Commission 
City of Sherwood 

RE: Hotel on SW Meineke Road 

Dear Planning Commission, 

I am a current resident of Sherwood, Oregon, and make these written comments pertaining to the 
proposed hotel on SW Meineke Road. I would like to voice concerns as well as proposed solutions to my 
concerns, many of which may mirror other citizen comments you will hear this evening. 

As you may be aware, the intersection of SW Meinecke Parkway/SW Dewey Drive is one of the busiest 

residential intersections in the city. My home is located on King Richard Court and while my 

neighborhood does not directly abut the hotel, I feel the location of the hotel and future potential traffic 

will negatively affect me and my family. We frequently utilize the Highway 99 and SW Meineke/SW 

Dewey intersections to access our home and community buildings. During school and commuting hours 

it is not uncommon for these streets to back up with vehicles coming from Highway 99, SW Dewey 

Drive, and SW Meineke Road. In traveling from Highway 99, during traffic peak times, it is not 

uncommon to take as many as 4 cycles at the left turn stoplight to be able to make a left turn onto SW 

Meineke Road. Coming from work outside of Sherwood and heading through Sherwood down Highway 

99 to the SW Meineke Road intersection can take as much as 15-20 minutes during evening traffic 

commute hours. When you're tired and just want to be home at the end of the day these delays are 

quite frustrating. 

In addition to regular commute and school traffic, it is not uncommon for these areas to back up with 

traffic for after school programs that usually last well into evening hours. Finally, the addition of the 

new neighborhood across Highway 99 means those future citizens will need to access SW Meineke Road 

to access downtown Sherwood and the school or church buildings location along SW Meineke Road. 

Also, while the School District will be building a new high school outside of town, this will not ultimately 

lessen traffic in this area when the two middle schools are combined to the high school. One need only 

drive by Sherwood Middle School or Laurel Ridge Middle School to see the packed lots and affirm this. 

My concern with adding additional hotel traffic to this area will not only make this particular 

intersection busier, but more dangerous. A right-in right-out driveway on SW Meineke Road means 

someone wanting to access the hotel will need to turn onto SW Meineke Road, go around the round

about and ultimately make a right into the proposed parking lot. This concerns me because recently 

there was a student walking in the crosswalk who was struck by a vehicle. Our family walks, runs, and 

bikes along the SW Meineke Road and SW Dewey Drive roads. I have seen near misses that do not go 

reported. My fear is that drivers who are unfamiliar with this neighborhood will not be as cognizant to 

be on the lookout for pedestrians, potentially causing future pedestrians, including my family, to be at 

greater risk of injury. Can the builder increase the safety of the current crosswalks by adding in 

blinking lights and placing additional signs and street markings to alert drivers who are not familiar 

with these neighborhoods and pedestrian crossing areas along the roundabout, SW Meineke Road, 

and Highway 99 areas? 
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